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ABSTRACT: In this study, we report the structure and function
of a lectin from the sea mollusk Crenomytilus grayanus collected
from the sublittoral zone of Peter the Great Bay of the Sea of
Japan. The crystal structure of C. grayanus lectin (CGL) was
solved to a resolution of 1.08 Å, revealing a β-trefoil fold that
dimerizes into a dumbbell-shaped quaternary structure. Analysis of
the crystal CGL structures bound to galactose, galactosamine, and
globotriose Gb3 indicated that each CGL can bind three ligands
through a carbohydrate-binding motif involving an extensive
histidine- and water-mediated hydrogen bond network. CGL
binding to Gb3 is further enhanced by additional side-chain-
mediated hydrogen bonds in each of the three ligand-binding
sites. NMR titrations revealed that the three binding sites have
distinct microscopic affinities toward galactose and galactosamine. Cell viability assays showed that CGL recognizes Gb3 on the
surface of breast cancer cells, leading to cell death. Our findings suggest the use of this lectin in cancer diagnosis and treatment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lectins are ubiquitous carbohydrate-binding proteins with
hemeagglutination activity. Lectins can be found in many
animals, plants, and bacteria, and they play important roles in
innate immune response by recognizing specific carbohydrate
moieties on the surface of potential pathogens.1 In plants,
lectins are known to ward off potential pathogens, while in
animals, lectins are also found to aid cell interactions.2 Lectins
recognize carbohydrates through hydrogen bonds, van der
Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions, and metal coordination.
The carbohydrate binding affinities of individual lectin
molecules are generally much weakertypical dissociation
constants (Kd) are in the millimolar (mM) rangethan those
of protein−protein interactions.3 Nevertheless, such a weak
interaction could be enhanced by several orders of magnitude
in biological systems through multivalency, given that

carbohydrates are abundantly present on cellular surfaces and
thus providing high local concentrations for cross-linking
lectins. The diverse biological activities conferred by lectin−
carbohydrate binding, as well as the molecular structures and
specificities of lectins, allow these proteins to form a large and
heterogeneous protein superfamily.4 Galectins, C-type, I-type,
P-type, and pentraxins are well-studied classes of lectins in
higher animals.5

A number of isolated lectins from sea hydrobionts have been
categorized in the C-type lectin family,6 which features Ca2+-
dependent carbohydrate binding capacity. Other marine lectins
such as those from the Mytilidae family, however, do not
belong to this type of lectin.7,8 Recently, a novel lectin from the
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sea mollusk Crenomytilus grayanus collected from the sublittoral
zone of Peter the Great Bay of the Sea of Japan (East Sea) was
purified and characterized.8 The C. grayanus lectin (hereafter
denoted as CGL) can agglutinate all the types of human
erythrocytes, which can be effectively inhibited by N-acetyl-D-
galactosamine (GalNAc), D-galactose, and D-talose.8,9 Based on
the GalNAc/Gal specificity, CGL is proposed to be a member
of the galactose-binding lectin family. However, the amino acid
sequence of CGL has no resemblance to galectins or other
animal lectins except MytiLec.7,8 Molecular modeling suggested
that CGL has a β-trefoil fold similar to that of the ricin B-like
lectin.9,10 The β-trefoil fold is a prevalent protein fold that is
also present in cytokines, agglutinins, and actin-cross-linking
proteins. These proteins, however, are evolutionally divergent
with a broad range of ligand-binding preferences and distinct
biological functions.11 To investigate CGL in more detail, we
determined the crystal structures of CGL in its apo form and in
complex with different ligands. We also used solution state
NMR spectroscopy to show that CGL exhibits distinct
microscopic binding affinities within its three different ligand-
binding sites. As CGL was previously reported to display
antibacterial and antifungal activities that could be involved in
the clearance of bacterial pathogens and inhibition of fungal
growth in the sea mussel,8,12 we demonstrated that CGL, like
MytiLec,7 can recognize globotriose (Gb3; Galα1−4Galβ1−
4Glc), which results in Gb3-dependent cytotoxicity in cancer
cells.

2. RESULTS
2.1. Overall Structure of CGL. To date, many high-

resolution atomic structural models of lectins have been
reported,13 which reveal that many lectins from different
organisms are structurally similar despite the lack of sequence
similarity. To gain structural insights into CGL, we
independently determined the crystal structure of CGL by
the sulfur single-wavelength anomalous dispersion phasing
method,14 and the result was essentially identical to the recently
reported CGL structure (PDB: 5DUY) determined by
molecular-replacement (the positional root mean squared
deviation of the backbone Cα atoms between these two
structures is 0.2 Å with a Z-score of 34.1).15 CGL exhibits a
typical β-trefoil fold comprising 13 β-strands and 3 α-helixes
(Figures 1 and S1). The Ramachandran plot shows that the
glutamic acid at position 49 (Glu49) falls in the disallowed
region (Figure S2), which may be attributed to its location at
the tight turning point of β-hairpin between β-4 and β-5. The
primary sequence of CGL contains three 39-residue repeats,
which fold into three subdomains that we term as α, β, and γ
subdomains. Consequently, CGL exhibits a pseudo-three-fold-
symmetric structure with overall dimensions of approximately
31 Å × 32 Å × 35 Å. Furthermore, CGL homodimerizes into a
dumbbell-shaped quaternary structure with an extensive
dimeric interface that is composed of six hydrogen bonds and
several nonbonded contacts to form a 710 Å2 interface area. In
particular, the stacking and intercalation of the aromatic side
chains of Phe94, Phe95, and Tyr149 in addition to extensive
hydrophobic interactions between Ala91, Met92, Leu147, and
Ala150 are important in keeping the stable dimeric assembly
(Figure S3). Such a quaternary arrangement is supported by
PDBePISA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/pisa/) to be the most
stable oligomeric form, where the free energy of assembly
dissociation is −1.2 kcal/mol.16 Although our finding is at
variance with previous reports, which indicated that CGL is

primarily monomeric both in the crystalline and solution
states,9,15,17 we independently confirmed the dimeric state of
CGL in solution state by SEC-MALS, which indicated that the
single, monodispersed (polydispersity = 1.000) elution peak
corresponds to a molecular weight (MW) of 35.8 ± 0.2 kDa
that is consistent with the expected value for a dimeric CGL
(36 kDa) (Figure 1C). The SV-AUC analysis also confirmed
the dimeric state of CGL in solution (Figure 1D).

2.2. Structural Homologues of CGL. Given the
prevalence of β-trefoil fold in protein structures, we carried
out a structural homology search for CGL by the DALI server
and identified several structural homologues.18 Molecular
phylogenetic analysis of CGL and these homologues shows
that CGL and several lectins from the Mytilus genus belong to
the same clade (Figure 2). These structural homologues of
CGL from the Mytilus genus are the only ones that exhibit
sequence homology higher than 60% with CGL. In particular,
CGL and MytiLec (PDB: 3WMU) share 88% sequence
identity with a Z-score value equal to 32.9 according to

Figure 1. (A) Crystal structure of CGL, showing a homodimer with
each protomer having three carbohydrate-binding sites. The structures
of galactosamine are shown in spheres with the structure of CGL
shown in cartoon representation and color-ramped from blue to red
for the N- to C-termini. (B) Sequence alignment of the pseudo-three-
fold-symmetric carbohydrate-binding motifs. Residues that adopt β-
stranded secondary structures are shed in gray while those that are in
contact with carbohydrate are indicated with asterisks on the top of the
alignment. (C) SEC-MALS of CGL. The horizontal thin line segments
represent the calculated molar mass of the corresponding peak (left
ordinate axis). The normalized UV absorbance at 280 nm (right
ordinate axis) and intensity of light scattering (LS) are shown in
dashed red line and solid black line, respectively. (D) SV-AUC of
CGL. The single peak distribution corresponds to a dimeric CGL with
a molecular weight of 34 kDa.
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DALI (Figures 2). The substrate binding modes are highly
conserved between CGL and MytiLec with subtle differences in
the hydrogen bond network that may be associated with
difference in substrate specificity and affinity (Figure S4). The
carbohydrate-binding module-13 (CBM13) domain of
Ct1,3Gal43A (PDB: 3VSF), which is an exo-β-1,3-galactosi-
dase, has a Z-score value of 21.3;19 S. sclerotiorum agglutinin
(SSA, PDB: 2X2T) from a plant pathogenic fungus has a Z-
score of 18.1;20 and galactose-binding lectin, EW29 (PDB:
2ZQO), from the earthworm Lumbricus terrestris has a Z-score
of 17.5.21 These three structural homologues exhibit low
sequence identity of less than 15% with CGL. Furthermore,
their quaternary structures are also different from that of CGL
(Figure S5). Finally, an unrelated, engineered trefoil protein
(PDB: 3PG0) has a Z-score of 21.2.11 These four trefoil
proteins differ from CGL in the additional β-sheet that is only
present at the C-terminus of CGL (β-13; cf. Figure S1). The
additional β-sheet at the C-terminus of CGL contains several
positive charges on the surface of the CGL dimer, which may
be implicated in the previously suggested DNA-binding
function (Figure S6).
2.3. Structural Basis of Ligand Recognition of CGL.

CGL-mediated hemagglutination was previously reported to be
inhibited by several monosaccharides, including GalNAc,

galactose, and talose.8 We confirmed by biolayer interferometry
that CGL binds to galactose and galactosamine with Kd values
of 51 and 57 μM, respectively (Figures S7). Nevertheless, CGL
exhibits no appreciable binding to glucose, mannose, xylose, or
arabinose. We subsequently solved the crystal structures of
CGL in complex with galactose and galactosamine to a
resolution of 1.56 and 1.70 Å, respectively, by soaking the
ligands with apo-form crystals. The galactosamine-bound CGL
structure reveals three carbohydrate-binding sites on the surface
of each CGL monomer (Figure S8). Site 1 consists of His16,
Gly19, Asp35, His37, and Asn119; Site 2 consists of His64,
Gly67, Asp83, His85, and Asn27; Site 3 consists of His108,
Gly111, Asp127, His129, and Glu75. Superposition of the three
carbohydrate-binding sites within the same protomer indicates
that all three sites utilize the same amino acid compositions,
except for a glutamate-to-asparagine replacement at Site 3,
Glu75, to bind to the ligands (Figures 3 and S9).
While our crystallographic finding confirmed the predictions

based on homology modeling17 that the conserved His, Gly,
Asp, Asn, and Tyr side chains form a ligand-binding cleft for
carbohydrate recognition, our structures also revealed the
involvement of several water molecules in mediating ligand
formation of galactosamines, which make significant contribu-
tions to the binding. Similar binding poses are also found in the
galactose-bound CGL structure (Figure 3B). Sequence align-
ment of the α, β, and γ subdomains of CGL reveals a highly
conserved carbohydrate-binding motif, which consists of two
histidine residues, a glycine, and an aspartic acid that are
conserved (Figure 1). Interestingly, the asparagine and the
glutamic acid can be aligned in the same position in the crystal
structure. In the crystal structure, galactose is bound to CGL as
an α-anomer, except for Site 3 of chain A, which is recognized
as a β-anomer. The anomeric hydroxyl group of the β-anomer
forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl group of Gly111.
Electron density map indicates both anomers of galactose may
be present in the crystal. Galactose C2-OH does not interact
with any residue of CGL. The C3-OH of galactose is
recognized by the side chains of Asp35 and His37 at Site 1,
Asp83 and His85 at Site 2, and Asp127 and His129 at Site 3.
The C4-OH of galactose is further recognized by His16 and
His37 at Site 1, His64 and His85 at Site 2, and His108 and
His129 at Site 3. The C6-OH is recognized by Gly19 and
Asn119 at Site 1 and Gly67 and Asn27 at Site 2, while in Site 3,
the C6-OH is recognized by Gly111 and a glutamate, Glu75,
instead of an asparagine. Likewise, galactosamine would interact
with CGL in the same way (Figure 3).
MytiLec from Mytilus galloprovincialis was reported to

recognize globotriose Gb3, which is abundantly present on
the cancer cell surface.7 The sequence and structural
homologies between CGL and MytiLec led us to investigate
the binding ability of Gb3 to CGL. Indeed, biolayer inferometry
shows that CGL binds to the Gb3 allyl with a Kd of 14 μM
(Figure S10). We subsequently determined the crystal structure
of CGL in complex with Gb3 at 1.64 Å resolution (Table 1),
which showed that CGL binds to the Gb3 allyl primarily
through the terminal galactose moiety (Gal1, see Figure 3) in
the same way as galactose binding. In addition to the residues
involved in the interaction with the Gal1 of the Gb3 allyl, Sites
1 and 2 have additional interactions, involving the amides of the
carboxamide moieties of Asn27 and Asn119, with the second
galactose moiety (Gal2) of the Gb3 allyl; the side-chain
hydroxyl group of Tyr18 at Site 1 and that of Tyr66 at Site 2
also make an additional water-mediated hydrogen bond with

Figure 2.Molecular phylogenetic analysis of CGL. (A) Molecules with
trefoil structure are analyzed by the Maximum Likelihood method.
CGL falls in the same clade with hisactophilin. The tree is drawn with
branch lengths measured in the number of substitutions per site set as
the scale. The percentage of trees in which the associated taxa
clustered together is shown next to the branches. The trefoil domain
structures of these proteins (with PDB codes in parentheses) are
shown as follow: (B) CGL, (C) MytiLec (3WMU), (D) agglutinin
(2X2T), (E) galactanase (3VSF), (F) mushroom lectin (2IHO), (G)
influenza receptor (3PHZ), (H) CNL (3NBC), (I) EW29 (2ZQO),
and (J) hisactophilin (1HCD). The corresponding Z-score is shown
under each structure.
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the Gal2 of the Gb3 allyl, which is absence at Site 3 due to the
tyrosine-to-lysine replacement (Lys110, see Figure 3). These
interactions may be accountable for the better affinity with Gb3
than with galactose alone; this may also account for the partial
structure of the Gb3 allyl at Site 3 due to the lack of additional
interactions with Lys110. Compared to the previously reported
structure of Shiga-like Toxin I in complex with Gb3, which
utilizes a Trp side chain to make hydrophobic interactions with
the Gal1 of Gb3,22 CGL displays a unique Gb3 recognition
motif among all structurally characterized lectins that may be
shared with MytiLec.23

2.4. NMR Analysis of CGL−Ligand Interactions. To
further characterize the structure and dynamics of CGL in the
context of ligand recognition, we recorded a suite of standard
triple resonance NMR experiments to obtain near complete
(92%, 1416 out of 1533) overall NMR assignments for CGL
(Figure S11), including aromatic side-chain resonances. The
chemical shift assignments were deposited in the BioMa-
gResBank (http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/) under the accession
number 25371. Secondary structure prediction using TALOS
+24 and CamCoil25 showed that CGL contains 13 β-strands
and three α-helices that are consistent with the crystal structure
of CGL, and that the backbone is highly ordered except for the
loops connecting β2 and β3, β6 and β7, and β10 and β11
(Figure S12). 15N spin relaxation dynamics analysis of CGL
showed that the backbone amide 15N R1 and R2 rates are
relatively homogeneous across the sequence. The average R2
rate of CGL is 20.5 ± 0.2 s−1, and that of the residues in the
loop region is 20.4 ± 0.3 s−1, indicating that the loop regions
are also highly ordered (Figure S12). Additionally, the
rotational correlation time τc derived from the R1/R2 ratio
(0.057 ± 0.011) is 13.1 ns, which equates to an apparent MW
of 22 kDa, according to the correlation between MW and τc of
proteins studied under the same temperature and external
magnetic fields.26 While the estimated MW is significantly
smaller than the expected value for a dimeric CGL (36 kDa),
this underestimation may be attributed to the highly
asymmetric dumbbell shape of the dimeric assembly leading
to rotational diffusion anisotropy.27,28

Using the assigned backbone amide 15N−1H correlations, we
carried out ligand titration experiments to monitor the
carbohydrate binding events. In line with the crystallographic
structural findings, the addition of 50-fold galactose and
galactosamine (5 mM ligands versus 0.1 mM CGL) resulted
in significant chemical shift perturbations in the residues
involved in ligand binding, i.e., residues 35−40, 81−90, 124−
127 (Figure 4). Furthermore, the extents to which the chemical
shifts were affected were very similar for the galactose- and
galactosamine-bound forms of CGL, indicating that the overall
binding mode and binding site of both carbohydrates were the
same. Structural mapping of the observed chemical shift
perturbations (significantly perturbed residues are defined as
those that exhibit backbone amide chemical shift perturbations
of more than one standard deviation) showed localized
chemical shift perturbations due to ligand binding (Figure 5).
Specifically, Ser22, Ile36, His37, Glu38 were located in Site 1;
Ile54, His81, Arg84, His85, Asp86, and Leu89 were located in
Site 2; and Asn74, Lys110, Ser113, Ile124, His125, Gly126, and
Asp127 were located in Site 3. These results were consistent
with the crystallographic findings.
Close examination of the chemical shift perturbation as a

function of ligand concentration reveals very different behaviors
for the histidines involved in ligand binding. We therefore fit
the individual titration curves and obtained their corresponding
Kd values, which correspond to the microscopic binding
processes at different ligand-binding sites (Figure 5). For Site
2, there were two histidine residues involved in ligand binding,
and indeed, their titration curves yielded similar Kd values. We
therefore global-fit their titration curves to obtain an apparent
Kd value for galactose. The results showed that the binding
affinities of the three binding sites were significantly different:
the corresponding Kd value for Site 1 was 178 ± 67 μM; Site 2,
1288 ± 259 μM; Site 3, 815 ± 57 μM. Similar analysis was
applied to the galactosamine titration analysis (Figure S13).

Figure 3. Carbohydrate-binding sites of CGL. (A) Superposition of
the three carbohydrate-binding sites within the same protomer. The
residues that are involved in galactosamine interactions are shown in
stick representation with their respective sequence identities indicated
in magenta, green, and cyan for the three different binding motifs,
respectively. Solid lines indicate the hydrogen bonds that are involved
in galactosamine interactions for the second binding motif (green).
(B,C) Representative views of the crystal structures of CGL in
complex with galactose (B) and Gb3 (C).
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The binding affinities of galactosamine in Sites 1 and 3 were
better than that for galactose: Kd values were 32 and 302 μM,
respectively. In contrast, Site 2 bound to galactosamine with a
weaker affinity than that for galactose (Kd = 5135 μM). While
CGL makes the same number of direct hydrogen bonds with
galactose at different sites, the number of water-mediated
hydrogen bonds vary between different sites (Figure S14). As
such, the dissociation constants for galactose at different sites
exhibit a linear correlation with the number of water-mediated
hydrogen bonds in a semilogarithms plot (Figure S15A). In the
case of galactosamine, however, such a correlation is lost
(Figure S15B). Such a difference may be attributed to the
differences in surface charge distributions. The predominantly
negatively charged Site 3 surfacein part due to the glutamate-
to-asparagine replacement at position 75, Glu75compared to
Sites 1 and 2 may account for the reduction in galactosamine
binding affinity due to electrostatic attraction with the
positively charged amine group of galactosamine (Figures S8
and S14). Collectively, these data suggest that the micro-
environments of these three carbohydrate-binding sites are
different, and multivalency may play an important role in the
biological functions of CGL in the context of cellular
communication and recognition.
2.5. CGL Reduces Cancer Cell Viability. Some lectins

have exhibited anti-cancer activity, with the ability to halt tumor
cell growth through apoptotis induction.29 For example,
MytiLec can reduce Raji cell viability, which may be attributed
to the ability of MytiLec to bind Gb3, which is abundantly
distributed on the surface of Raji cells7. Having established the
Gb3-binding capacity of CGL, we next tested whether CGL
could reduce cell viability of the breast cancer cell line, MCF7,

which also possesses abundant Gb3 on the cell surface.30,31

Indeed, CGL treatment resulted in the detachment of MCF7
cells (Figure 6A,B).32 Three-dimensional fluorescence imaging
reconstruction with fluorescently labeled CGL subsequently
revealed CGL to be distributed mostly on the cell surface of the
MCF7 cells (Figure 6). Interestingly, we found that Gb3 may
be unevenly distributed on the cell surface of MCF7. Using the
anti-cancer drug, sorafenib, as a control in an MTT assay, we
confirmed the dose-dependent anti-cancer activity of CGL,
which was as high as 33% cell death with 200 μg/mL CGL
(Figure 6F).

3. DISCUSSION

Reagents that can induce tumor cell death comprise one of the
key strategies for cancer chemotherapy. A vast number of
lectins have been shown to halt the growth of tumor cells
through apoptotis induction,2 which they effect through a
variety of pathways. For example, Bauhinia forf icata lectin
induces cell death and inhibits integrin-mediated adhesion of
MCF7 human breast cancer cells.33 Sclerotium rolfsii lectin
strongly inhibits proliferation and induces apoptosis in MCF-7
and ZR-75 human breast cancer cells while weakly inhibiting
proliferation of non-tumorigenic MCF-10A and HMEC human
breast cells.34 In addition to anti-cancer activities, lectins also
possess other biological activities. For instance, extracellular
galectin-3 can induce programmed cell death of human T-cells
through CD7 and CD29 binding, which activates an apoptosis
signal to the mitochondria.35

Herein, we report the structure and function of a novel
galactose-binding lectin, CGL, which adopts a β-trefoil fold
(Figure 1). The Pfam protein family database (http://pfam.

Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statisticsa

native CGL CGL-galactose CGL-galactosamine CGL-Gb3 allyl

Data Collection
resolution (Å) 30−1.08 (1.12−1.08) 30−1.56 (1.62−1.56) 30−1.70 (1.76−1.70) 30−1.64 (1.70−1.64)
unit cell dimensions, a, b, c (Å) 52.84, 71.06, 93.97 53.26, 72.54, 94.62 53.02, 71.48, 94.07 53.04, 72.46, 94.36
total observations 959 699 680 005 462 570 884 145
unique reflections 149 358 (14 837) 51 874 (4367) 38 277 (3604) 44 506 (3980)
multiplicity 6.4 (5.9) 13.1 (8.6) 12.1 (11.1) 19.9 (10.8)
completeness (%) 98.3 (99.2) 98.1 (83.5) 95.4 (91.2) 99.1 (90.6)
I/σ(I) 23.9 (2.2) 63.9 (17.9) 40.5 (6.5) 44.1 (4.2)
Rmerge (%) 7.7 (84.7) 3.7 (11.0) 6.2 (25.3) 11.1 (44.0)

Refinement
resolution (Å) 30−1.08 30−1.56 30−1.70 30−1.64
reflections [>0σ(F)], working/test 134 578/7345 46 541/2635 33 804/1875 39 094/2090
R factor/Rfree 0.114/0.131 0.105/0.139 0.123/0.152 0.117/0.167
rmsd bond lengths (Å)/angles (deg) 0.008/1.467 0.008/1.396 0.013/1.553 0.014/1.783
average B factor (Å2)/no. of atoms

protein 8.9/2410 10.4/2396 10.3/2396 11.6/2404
sugar 12.9/72 10.8/72 31.9/157
glycerol/malate 16.1/48 38.8/12 35.2/6 30.1/9
water 31.4/555 30.2/515 31.2/410 30.5/423

Ramachandran plot, residues in %
most favored regions 88.4 88.8 88.0 88.4
additionally allowed regions 10.8 10.4 11.2 10.8
generously allowed regions 0 0 0 0
disallowed regions 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

PDB code 5F8S 5F8W 5F8Y 5F90
aThese crystals are in space group P212121, and one asymmetric unit comprises two CGL molecules. Values in parentheses correspond to the highest
resolution shell.
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sanger.ac.uk/) contains 15 subfamilies within the β-trefoil
superfamily; these include ricin B lectin, agglutinin, Kunitz
lequme, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), interleukin-1, fascin,
and Clostridium botulinum hemagglutinin.36 While CGL is
structurally similar to hisactophilin (PDB: 1HCD), a member
of the fascin family37 (Z-score = 10.1; Figure 2), CGL shows
little sequence identity with hisactophilin (9.3%). Functionally,
CGL is a lectin but hisactophilin is an actin-binding protein.
Meanwhile, many β-trefoil proteins indeed exhibit carbohy-
drate-binding ability. For example, Ct1,3Gal43A (PDB: 3VSF)
is an exo-β-1,3-galactosidase that consists of a GH43 domain, a
CBM13 domain, and a dockerin domain, and possesses the
unusual ability to hydrolyze β-1,3-galactan.19 Furthermore, the
carbohydrate-binding module-13 (CBM13) domain utilizes an
aromatic residue (Tyr431), charged residues (Asp419, Glu420,
and Asp416), and a polar residue (Asn438) to bind galactose.
Finally, while CBM13 is structurally similar to CGL, it utilizes
amino acids to bind galactose (Figure 2). These natural variants
of β-trefoil proteins exemplify the functional diversity of
proteins with the same fold. ThreeFoil is an engineered β-trefoil

protein that displays multivalent carbohydrate-binding ca-
pacityits substrates include galactosewith remarkable
thermal stability and solubility.11 It is an example of a de
novo designed protein that contains repeating modules for
better folding stabilities and functionalities, as has been
exploited in numerous natural occurring β-trefoil proteins.
In contrast to previously identified lectins, whose structure−

function relationships have been systematically compared,38

CGL is void of the commonly used carbohydrate-binding
motifG-X-X-X-Q-X-(W/Y)and is not classified as a
member of the ricin B-like family.13,39 Canonical β-trefoil fold
proteins, e.g., ricin B, may result from the triplication of an
ancestral gene encoding a polypeptide chain of about 40 amino
acid residues.40 Likewise, three carbohydrate-binding sites of
CGL may be copies of an ancestral gene. Unlike previously
reported β-trefoil lectins, however, histidine residues play a
central role in the carbohydrate binding of CGL. The presence
of an aromatic residue facing the nonpolar face of galactose is a
common feature of galactose-binding lectins.41 In contrast,
CGL binds to galactose very differently: the carbohydrate-

Figure 4. Chemical shift perturbation of CGL upon galactose and galactosamine binding. (A) 15N−1H HSQC spectrum overlay of free (blue) and
galactose-bound (red) CGL. (B) 15N−1H HSQC spectrum overlay of free (blue) and galactosamine-bound (red) CGL. (C) Comparison of
weighted chemical shift perturbation of galactose binding (black) and galactosamine binding (red) as a function of residue number.
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binding sites of CGL are solvent-exposed with a shallow cleft
that can accommodate both the α and β anomers of galactose.
Such a novel binding motif may be a unique feature that only
exists within the Mytilus genus.17,23,38

An important finding from our structural investigation of
CGL is that the dimeric quaternary structure and the
triplication of the ligand-binding site within each protomer
can give rise to a total of six ligand-binding sites within a CGL
dimer. This could confer multivalency that is critical for several
biological functions such as hemagglutination.9,12,42 Our NMR
titration analysis reveals that subtle amino acid composition
variations within the microenvironments of the ligand-binding
sites as the ones observed in the crystal structure (Figure 3) can
significantly affect the binding affinity of each binding site
(Figures 5 and S14). This also raises the possibility that the
three different binding sites may in fact have different substrate
specificities, which remains to be established. The previously
reported hemagglutinating activity,8,9,12 is directly related to the
potential multivalency of CGL. A recent mutagenesis study
based on homology modeling indeed demonstrated that CGL
possess three carbohydrate-binding sites with differential
mucin-binding activities with Site 3 being the least critical
one.17 Many of the carbohydrate interacting residues proposed
by the homology modeling in this study can be now confirmed
by our high-resolution crystal structures (Figure 3).
Here we demonstrate a novel function of CGL to reduce cell

viability of a breast cancer cell line that may be associated with
Gb3 binding, MCF7. Gb3 contains a terminal galactose but
other oligomers such as the TF molecule (α-Gal-(1,3)-β-
GalNAc) contains a terminal galactose as well. MCF7 expresses
TF molecules may also be recognized by CGL. Several lectins
have been shown to bind Gb3 resulting changes in cancer
cells.7,43−46 Silurus asotus lectin binds to Gb3 on Raji cells that
results in the disappearance of the membrane-bound form of

HSP70.43 Silurus asotus egg lectin (SAL) down-regulates the
membrane transporter protein MRP1 (multidrug resistance
associate protein-1) in Burkitt’s lymphoma cells through Gb3
(Galα1−4Galβ1−4Glc)-glycosphingolipid. Here, we show that
CGL can also bind Gb3 and mediate the cell death of MCF7
cells (Figure 6). A previous report reveals that Gb3 activates c-
Src and β-catenin signaling and up-regulates the expression of
FGF-2, CD44, and Oct-4, enriching tumorigenesis in breast
cancer stem cells, while silencing glucosylceramide synthase
expression and disrupting Gb3 synthesis would lead to the
death of breast cancer stem cells.31

Although the cellular mechanism of how CGL leads to the
death of MCF7 remains unknown, our in vitro binding assay,
structural analysis, and fluorescence imaging results suggest that
its anti-cancer may be associated with Gb3 binding. Indeed,
cell-surface-displayed Gb3 has been found in cell lines for
breast cancer,30,31 lung cancer,47 lymphoma,48 and colorectal
cancer.49 Lectins have also been utilized in applications beyond
their biomedical relevance, such as lectin blotting, lectin
histochemistry, and cytochemistry.50 A very recent report has
demonstrated that Mytilec interacts with Gb3 on Burkitt’s
lymphoma cells thereby triggering apoptosis through multiple
pathways.23

The carbohydrate−lectin interactions have been exploited in
biological detection systems as label-free carbohydrate
sensors51 for glyco-biomarkers.52 Glyco-biomarkers, particularly
the disease-specific glycans, are emerging indicators of specific
diseases such as cancer.52,53 The lectin microarray is one such
diagnostic tool developed to recognize glyco-markers.54 In
addition, elevated levels of Gb3 have also been seen in drug-
resistant cancers and cell lines.47,55 In this regard, CGL could
be developed into a lectin-based biosensor for cancer
diagnostics.

Figure 5. NMR titration analysis of galactose binding to CGL. (A) Weighted chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) between apo- and galactose-bound
CGL are plotted as a function of residue number. The residues that shift more than one standard deviation are highlighted by magenta (Site 1), blue
(Site 2), and cyan (Site 3). (B) CSPs of H37, H85/H81, and H125 as a function of galactose concentration are used to extract the apparent Kd
values corresponding to three ligand-binding sites. (C) Residues that shift more than one standard deviation were mapped onto the crystal structure.
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